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Abstract. Innovative paradigm of reversible computing (RC) is on the focus of current computer science. The main idea of it is to enable the execution of programs not forward only (as it is now) but backwards as well. The set of possible applications of RC includes software debugging, fault-tolerance increasing and quantum computing. In order to do reversible computing operational there is a need to code (manually) or to generate opposite “reverse” element for each “forward” element. However, this emerging paradigm still needs the methods for expressing opposite language elements in advance (during design-time). On the other hand, classic Aspect oriented paradigm (AOP) helps to deal with crosscutting concerns such as security, transactions etc. at design time, allows to separate development tasks by proficiency instead of by modules and to run weaved program at run-time. In this paper author present the idea to express opposite language elements by using recursive aspects.
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Introduction

This paper is focused on the intersection of 3 different concepts: reversible computing, aspect-oriented programming and recursion.

Reversible computing is on the focus of current computer science. The main idea of it is to enable the execution of the programs not forward only (as it is now) but backwards as well (Phillips and Thomsen, 2014; Mezzina and Schlatte, 2014). The need for reversible computing is coming from various communities including quantum computing community. Reversible computing could be used in such areas as control systems and robots with a high level of autonomy, self-healing robust and secure software systems, automated software testing and debugging etc. There are made already different approaches for the formalization (Paolini et al., 2016; Kaarsgaard et al, 2017; Gluck and Kaarsgaard, 2018) process automation and support of reversible software (Salmi and Parsa, 2009). However current achievements in the tools for reversible computing are insufficient in comparison to forward only computing. Most of the languages and tools are working either in the theoretical level or on the structural programming paradigm. There are also some attempts to adopt the concept of reversible computing in object-oriented and component-based development paradigms, however this still do not empower developers enough. We need more flexible and more automated tools.
The proposed approach in this paper is based on aspect-oriented programming (AOP) paradigm, which is relatively new (Kiczales and Hilsdale, 2001; Raheman et al., 2018; Li et al., 2011; Fabry et al., 2015). AOP presents the form of modularity with crosscutting concerns. It is quite wide used for development of complex distributed systems (Li et al, 2011; Singh et al., 2017). AOP consist three main concepts: aspect, advice and pointcut. When describing the aspect, we must to specify exactly what code should be injected (the advice) to what particular places (the pointcut). The pointcut usually is expressed as a query over the signature of the functions, defining what pattern of function's name, number and type of parameters etc. should be affected. Usually AOP is used when it is the need to write (and execute in the run-time) the same code in many places of the program.

The concept of the recursion in this paper is used as it is understood in software development domain. It (almost) has no relation with the definition of "recursive partial functions" in theoretical computer science.

The main goal of this paper is to present the idea to express opposite language elements by using recursive aspects. The paper is organized as follows. Section 1 presents the key points of the model of reversible software execution, made by authors of this paper. Section 2 exposes the details of aspect oriented approach for reversible software development and execution. Section 3 outlines related work, and finally the conclusions are made and the future work trends are presented.

1. The model of reversibility

![Figure 1. A ladder model of reversible computing](image)

The program could be treated as the set of the states or the sequence of the actions. Because our context is reversible computing, we are focusing on actions. So, any forward only program could be expressed as the sequence \( P_1, P_2, ... P_n \), where each \( P_i \) have one-to-one relation with i-th code line. Completely reverse (or backwards only) program will looks like the sequence \( R_1, R_2, ... R_n \) (Figure 1). The number of actions in the P program and in the R in simplified case is the same. So the actions can be paired: \( <P_1, R_n>, <P_2, R_{n-1}>, ... \) Each action in P have the opposite action in R. Having this, it is possible to execute the program forward and backwards and the number of steps is not important. In general case (if we are using not Janus-style structural reversibility but checkpoint-based reversibility) it is possible to make "big hop" transitions, when few \( P_i \) actions could be "undone" by one additional \( R_n \) action.
2. Aspect oriented approach

Despite of the type of the reversibility, in order to execute some action(s) backwards we need to have the action(s) which would return the program to initial state, which was before the action(s). "Opposite" program consisting such opposite actions could be developed manually during the developing of main program. However, this could be very inefficient and could demand more human and time resources. We believe that "opposite" programs consisting "opposite" actions must be created in automated way using the chosen model of reversibility.

One of possible algorithms to generate the code of opposite program is to take each line of forward-only starting from the last one, and generate line-by-line of "opposite" program with the opposite actions. For trivial actions such as increment/decrement, other arithmetic operations, conditional sentence and loop this could be done easy. However, if we take the premise that our initial program could consist of functions calls then the generation of the code becomes more complicated. It is impossible to cover all the functions in the model, so the existing functions must be analyzed and decomposed to more trivial actions. If we allow to use sub-functions, then even after the first iteration of decomposition we do not have trivial actions only and will need to perform second, third etc. iterations until all the code will be decomposed to trivial parts. The software generator, which should decompose initial program and to generate opposite program should be based on recursive algorithms.

The recursive decomposition and processing steps lets to generate opposite programs for the software of nearly any complexity. In Janus-style reversibility approach this could be done (Lutz, 1986; Yokoyama, 2010; Gluck and Kaarsgaard, 2018). But if we have checkpoint based reversibility style (as, e.g., in (Lanese et al., 2018)), then the return to the checkpoint could be (and often is) very different from the way forward. In that case human help is necessary. Only human could make imperative code, which could perform the backwards transition. However, the transitions could be not very unique because the actions for forward transition between states are not unique as well. As some forward actions could be used few times in different places of the program, the backward actions could be used as well.

Aspect oriented programming is very often used, when it is necessary to separate the concerns (e.g. security, logging, transaction support aspects). The advice of the aspect once written is viewed in the code in many places. So the developer could not care in what exact lines in the code it is weaved and do not check is the required code written in exactly the same order or not. Similarly, we offer to extend the scope of aspect oriented programming by introducing additional advices such as instead or reverse. As classic AOP advices such as before or after helps to specify what additional code should be weaved in the final program, the advice instead could help to specify what exactly code lines cover the action R, which must be executed in order to eliminate the results of action P (Figure 1). If the code lines and actions from P sequence are unique, then AOP approach would not be efficient. However, in any program some lines (or its groups) have the same pattern. It is obvious that in order to prepare R program besides of P, we need to operate not only with functions (as classical pointcuts do) but with the anonymous fragments of the code as well. For this reason, there is the need for additional type of pointcut describing not function, but a pattern of code lines.
AOP is still evolving paradigm, however it is already formalized in some extent. Typical algorithms of AOP are pointed described in (Raheman et al., 2018; Bennett et al., 2010; Li et al., 2011). This algorithm is used in such AOP implementations as AspectJ (Gang et al., 2013; Pearce et al., 2007) and Spring-AOP (Laddad, 2009). We offer to use extended AOP algorithm for weaving (Zhang and Khedri, 2016) in order to support reversibility in aspect oriented programs.

![Figure 2. Example of classical and reverse code lines.](image)

### 3. Related work

The approach of Singh et al. (2017) is focused on the program slicing. Program slicing is a type of program analysis technique that studies the impact of a statement in a program on other statements of the same or different programs. They present the analysis tool - D-Aspect slicer, which is able to decompose the program to "slices". The slicing algorithm (Singh et al., 2017) generates smaller slices in less time as compared to other two existing algorithms during the time, when D-Aspect slicer was presented. This approach is similar to ours because it exposes the possibility to analyze and even change the AOP elements dynamically. However, in Singh et al. (2017) main focus is on AOP for forward only software and the presented algorithm is targeted software analysis, testing and debugging purposes, not reversible execution.

The paper (Hoffman and Eugster, 2007) exposes the details how the power of AspectJ is increased by allowing direct (explicit) communication between the aspects and base code instead of using explicit join points (EJPs). The cooperative aspect-oriented programming (Co-AOP) paradigm, presented in (Hoffman and Eugster, 2007) is one of the successful cases exposing the possibilities to extent existing AOP, however it is not related with reversible computing.

The concepts of recursion and AOP are mentioned in various papers, e.g. in (Bodden et al., 2006). The focus of Bodden et al. (2006) is on the avoidance of self-recursion, i.e. the phenomena when the AOP advices can access and change the code of themselves when the code of advice meets the criteria defined by pointcut query. This would lead to infinitive recursion and waste of resources.

In short, the authors of this paper do not find any evidences that there are some applications of Aspect oriented programming for reversible software development and/or support during run-time. However most of related works expose encouraging premises for this.
4. Conclusions and Future Work

The following conclusions are made:

- The algorithm of generative development of reversible program depends on chosen style of reversibility. In Janus-style reversibility case the code generator should use recursion. In checkpoint-based reversibility case the elements of aspect oriented programing are necessary as well.

- The general AOP approach could be extended by adding two elements:
  - the advice, which must be used for describing the actions required for backwards transition; and
  - additional type of pointcut describing not standalone function, but a pattern of code lines instead;

The following research actions are planned as the future work:

- Work with more test cases in order to get statistically representative set of data to judge about the performance, safety and other aspects of proposed approach.

- It’s necessary to make comparative study of proposed approach in the context of different notions of reversibility. This could help to evaluate the different reversibility styles it selves.

- The tune-up for this approach working with other AOP advices such as Around is necessary.

- The results of this paper can be used by both scientists working on reversible programming and by scientist focused on the aspect oriented paradigm.
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